Abstract: We de ne an axiomatic semantics for a common kernel of existing data-parallel languages. We introduce an assertional language which enables us to de ne a weakest liberal precondition calculus which has the De nability Property, and a proof system ( a la Hoare) which has the Completeness Property. Moreover, our axiomatic semantics integrates two previous works in the de nition of proof systems for data-parallel programs. This work sheds a new light on the logical complexity of proving data-parallel programs.
Une approche uni catrice dans la preuve de programmes data-parall eles 1 Introduction
The development of massively parallel computing in the last two decades has called for the elaboration of a parallel programming model. The data-parallel programming model has proven to be a good framework, since it allows the easy development of applications portable across a wide variety of parallel architectures. The increasing role of this model requires appropriate theoretical foundations. These foundations are crucial to design safe and optimized compilers, and programming environments including parallelizing, data-distributing and debugging tools. They are also the way to safe programming techniques, so as to avoid the common waste of time and money spent in debugging.
Existing data-parallel languages, such as HPF, C , HyperC or MPL, include a similar core of data-parallel control structures. In previous papers, we have shown that it is possible to de ne a simple but representative data-parallel kernel language (the L language), to give it a formal operational 6] and denotational semantics 5], and to de ne a proof system for this language, in the style of the usual Hoare's logic approach 9, 5] . The originality of our approach lies in the treatment of the extent of parallelism, that is, the subset of currently active indices at which a vector instruction is to be applied. Previous approaches led to manipulate lists of indices explicitly 7, 12] , or to consider context expressions as assertions modi ers 8]. In contrast, our proof system for L described the activity context by a vector boolean expression distinct from the usual predicates on program variables. When de ning a proof system, two crucial issues have to be established. First, we have to prove that the proof system is sound, that is, any provable property of a program is actually valid. This property is usually easy to check. Conversely, we also want the proof system to be complete. In other words: Can any valid property of a program be proved in our system? In some sense, completeness guarantees that the rules of a proof system actually catch all the semantic expressiveness of the language under study.
The main tool usually used to prove completeness is a weakest precondition calculus. In addition, the weakest precondition of any program has to be de nable, i.e. there must exist a logical formula denoting it. Nevertheless, we have shown in 4] that our rst assertion language isn't expressive enough to ensure the De nability Property. In order to obtain a complete proof system, two ways have been proposed. The rst one 3] keeps the same assertion language and proves completeness in a quite intricate manner. The second one 10] rede nes the denotational semantics and the assertion language to ensure de nability.
We propose here a novel approach, where we introduce another two-part assertion language close to the initial one. The resulting weakest precondition calculus turns out to have the De nability Property. This enables us to de ne a new sound and complete proof system.
Informal Description
In the data-parallel programming model, the basic objects are arrays with parallel access. Two kinds of actions can be applied to these objects: component-wise operations, or global rearrangements. A program is a sequential composition of such actions. Each action is associated with the set of array indices at which it is applied. An index at which an action is applied is said to be active. Other indices are said to be idle. The set of active indices is called the activity context. It can be seen as a boolean array where true denotes activity and false idleness.
The L language is designed as a common kernel of data-parallel languages like C , HyperC or MPL. We do not consider the scalar part of these languages, mainly imported from the C language. For the sake of simplicity, we consider a unique geometry of arrays: arrays of dimension one, also called vectors. Then, all the variables of L are parallel, and all the objects are vectors of scalars, with one component at each index. As a convention, the parallel objects are denoted with uppercase letters. The component of parallel object X located at index u is denoted by Xj u . A vector expression E can be of the following forms. A vector variable X. A vector constant of integer or boolean type. Constant 1 denotes the vector whose all components have value 1, True and False denote the vectors whose all components are respectively true and false. Constant expression This denotes the vector whose value at index u is u: this is the iproc of MPL, the . operator of C*. The componentwise combination of vector expressions: for instance, X + Y . All usual scalar operators are overloaded with their vector extension. It will prove useful to de ne an additional type of vector expressions: conditional vector expressions. C?E : F denotes the vector whose component at index u is Ej u if boolean vector expression C is true at index u, and Fj u otherwise. A fetch expression: Ej A . Consider a xed index u. Vector expression A is evaluated, then vector expression E, then the result is rearranged so that the value at index u is fetched at the index which is the value of A at u: (Ej A )j u = Ej (Aju) . In MPL, this is denoted router A].E. In C* and HyperC, this is denoted A]E. The set of L-instructions is the following. Assignment: X:=E. At each active index u, component Xj u is updated with the local value of expression E. Observe that E may be a fetch expression, in which case we obtain a get communication: get E from A into Y is the same as X := Ej A . Observe we cannot express send communication in this model. Sequencing: S;T. On the termination of the last action of S, the execution of the actions of T starts. Iteration: loop B do S. The actions of S are repeatedly executed with the current extent of parallelism, until boolean expression B evaluates to false at each currently active index. Observe that the activity context is not modi ed on executing the body, in contrast with the parallel while of MPL and the whilesomewhere of C*. These constructs can be expressed in L by a where nested in a loop. Our form is therefore more general.
Conditioning: where B do S. The active indices where boolean expression B evaluates to false become idle during the execution of S. The other ones remain active. The initial activity context is restored on the termination of S. The L language is quite simple, but it is su cient to express usual data-parallel algorithms. Consider for instance the program displayed on Figure 1 . It is a transposition in one dimension of the computation of the distance in a binary image. Image pixels have value 1 and background pixels have value 0. For each image pixel of an image X, the program computes the number of pixels to the nearest background pixel. At each iteration, the previous value of vector X is temporarily stored in vector Y . Each active pixel computes a new distance value from its two neighbors. When a pixel has computed its distance value, it becomes inactive in the next iterations. A context c is a boolean vector. It speci es the activity at each index. 
Assertion language
A crucial property of axiomatic semantics in the usual sequential case is compositionality. To achieve this goal, the assertion language has to include su cient information on variable values. Similarly, our assertion language has to include some information about the current activity context as well as variable values. We therefore de ne two-part assertions hW; Ci, where W is a predicate on vector program variables, and C is a parallel variable which evaluates into the current activity context.
The structure of predicates on vector variables has to be made precise here. We consider only integer and boolean types.
A scalar expression is a scalar variable (x; y; u; v; : : :), a scalar constant (0, 1, true, false, etc.), a combination of scalar expressions with some scalar operator, or a vector expression of the programming language subscripted by an scalar expression Ej u . A formula is a scalar expression of boolean type, the combination of formulas with logical operators, or a formula quanti ed on a scalar variable. A (vector) predicate is a formula which is closed with respect to all index and scalar variables. External universal quanti cation is implicit. Observe there is no quanti cation on vector variables in vector predicates. Observe also that X = Y is not a predicate, but a boolean vector expression. The equality predicate is 8u : Xj u = Y j u .
Since a vector predicate is a formula closed with respect to index and scalar variables, we can de ne its truth value with respect to an environment in the usual way. If predicate P is true in environment , then we write j = P. We are now in position to de ne the validity of an assertion in a program state. De nition 1 (Satis ability) Let ( ; c) be a state, hW; Ci an assertion. We say that state ( ; c) satis es assertion hW; Ci, and write ( ; c) j = hW; Ci, if C c] j = W. By convention, ? satis es any assertion. The set of states satisfying hW; Ci is denoted by hW; Ci] ], or sometimes hW; Ci when no confusion may arise.
A basic instance, h8u : Xj u = Y j u + 1^Cj u = (Y j u = 2); Ci is intended to denote (apart ?) the set of states ( ; c) such that: at each index u, the local value x = (X)j u of the vector variable X is the local value of the vector variable Y plus 1; the current extent of parallelism c ranges over those indices u such that (Y )j u = 2 holds. We introduce a substitution mechanism for vector variables. Let P be a predicate or any vector expression, X a vector variable, and E a vector expression. P E=X] denotes the predicate, or expression, obtained by substituting all the occurrences of X in P with E. Note that all vector variables are free by de nition of our assertion language. The key result is that the usual substitution lemma 1] extends to this new setting.
Lemma 1 Let P be a predicate on vector variables, X a vector variable, and E a vector expression. j = P E=X] i X (E)] j = P Proof This is easily proved by induction on the structure of vector predicates and vector expressions. The crucial point is that we only consider here the substitution of a whole vector X, in contrast with 1] where the substitution of a particular component X u] is supported. INRIA 
C-conversion
In the de nition of satis ability, variable C enabled us to describe context properties in predicate W. The initial value of variable C is of no signi cance, since it is overloaded in C c]. We introduce a C-conversion mechanism which enables us to rename this context variable. This mechanism is similar to the -conversion of the lambda calculus. We follow the notation of 1], and denote by Var(S) the set of variables appearing in program S. Similarly, let Var(W ) be the set of variables which appear in predicate W. The value of W depends on these variables only.
Proposition 1 (C-conversion) Let 
Assertion Implication
The C-conversion mechanism gives an equivalence property between assertions containing the same predicate modulo a context substitution. But we need a weaker and more general relation between assertions, namely assertion implication.
De nition 2 (Assertion Implication) Let hW; Ci and hW 0 ; C 0 i be two assertions. We say that hW; Ci implies hW 0 ; C 0 i, and we write hW; Ci ) hW 0 ; C 0 i, in the two following cases:
C is the same variable as C 0 and W ) W 0 in the usual ( rst-order logic) sense; C is distinct from C 0 and W C 00 =C] ) W 0 C 00 =C 0 ], where C 00 6 2 Var(W ) Var(W 0 ). Note that the second case corresponds to a simultaneous C-conversion of both assertions, and that C 00 is a new variable that doesn't appear neither in W nor in W 0 . Finding such a C 00 is always possible, since all expressions in our language are nite terms. Note also that, if C doesn't appear in W 00 (resp. C 0 in W), chosing C 00 = C (resp. C 00 = C 0 ) is correct and requires only one substitution.
We now have to show that this de nition of assertion implication respects the semantics given to assertions. Proposition 2 (Assertion Implication) Let hW; Ci S hV; Ci hV; Ci T hU; Ci hW; Ci S;T hU; Ci Rule 3 (Conditioning) Following the denotational semantics, the context part is the conjunction of the pre- hI^8u : Xj u = Y j u ; Ci ) h8u : Xj u = Dj u^C j u = true; Ci Now, we prove that the invariant is valid. Let S be the body of the loop, i.e. the where construct. We denote the minimum of Xj v?1 and Xj v+1 by Min v . Consider the predicate P described below P 9k : 8u : Cju = true8 It is easy, but tedious, to show that hP; Ci S hI; Ci. Following Iteration Rule 4 and Consequence Rule 5, we must prove that I ) P. Let k be such that I is true. We show that P holds for k + 1. Observe that the de nition of distance has the following property: We have proved that hI^9u : Xj u 6 = Y j u ; Ci ) hP; Ci. Every binary image X such that 8u : Xj u 2 f0; 1g validates our invariant I. Observe that if X is such that 8u : Xj u = 1, then our program does not terminate. This is also valid, since our proof system only deals with partial correctness.
Weakest Preconditions Calculus and Completeness
We now want to address the completeness problem: Can any valid property of a program be proved in our system? In some sense, completeness guarantees that the rules of a proof system actually catch all the semantic expressiveness of the language under study.
Weakest Preconditions Calculus
Our main tool to prove the completeness of our system is a weakest preconditions calculus. Let us rst motivate its use. We want to prove that j = hV; C 0 i S hW; Ci )`hV; C 0 i S hW; Ci: Let hV; C 0 i S hW; Ci be a valid speci cation formula. Assume for a while that we can nd an assertion hV 0 ; C 00 i such that`hV 0 ; C 00 i S hW; Ci holds, and moreover that hV; C 0 i ) hV 0 ; C 00 i. Then, using the Consequence Rule, we have proved`hV; C 0 i S hW; Ci. The weakest preconditions de ned above are sets of states. As such, they cannot be explicitly manipulated in the proof system. We have to prove that these particular sets of states can actually be described by suitable assertions. This is the de nability problem. The particular form of our assertions helps us to establish the following result. The proof of this property relies on a number of lemmas detailled below. The general method for proving Lemmas 3 and 4 is the same: we rst de ne an assertion that is constructed from hV; C 0 i. This step is closely related to the rules de ned for the proof system. We then prove that this assertion is equal to wlp(S; hW; Ci] ]). The only case where we are not able to construct the assertion directly from hV; C 0 i is the case of loops. In that case, a more complex encoding scheme is needed.
Lemma 3 (Assignment) Let X be a variable, E an expression, and hW; Ci an assertion. Then there exists an assertion hV; C 0 i such that wlp(X:=E; hW; Ci) = hV; C 0 i] ] : Proof
In the case where X = C, let us take a new variable C 0 distinct from X, and de ne hW 0 ; C 0 i as a C-conversion of hW; Ci. Otherwise take W 0 = W and C 0 = C. Take now V = W 0 (C 0 ?E:X)=X]. As assertions hW; Ci and hW 0 ; C 0 i are equivalent, wlp(X:=E; hW; Ci) = wlp(X:=E; hW 0 ; C 0 i). Let Denote by V this property. This property is clearly true because it corresponds to the denotational description of iteration. Since each environment i can be denoted by an integer s i (there is a nite number of nite vectors), the second step shows that T] ](( i ; i (C 0 ))) = ( i+1 ; i+1 (C 0 )) is equivalent to ( i ; c) 2 (wlp(T; h X = s i+1 ; Ci)^:wlp(T; hfalse; Ci)) where X denotes all variables that are de ned in the environment and h X = s i+1 ; Ci = f i+1 g. By induction hypothesis, this weakest liberal preconditions has the De nability Property. A predicate V 0 can be de ned such that V is equivalent to 8k : 8s 0 ; s 1 ; : : :; s k : V 0 . The last step of the proof consists in encoding the sequence of integers s 0 ; s 1 ; : : :; s k by a G odel predicate. The property W is then denoted by 8k : 8s : V 00 , which is our nal predicate V .
Interested readers can nd more details of this proof technique in 2] or an introduction in 14].
Thank to these lemmas, we now can give the proof of Proposition 3.
Proof
The proof is by induction on the structure of S. The case of assignment is directly given by Lemma 3. The case of sequencing is simply treated by observing that wlp(S;T ; hW; Ci) = wlp(S; wlp(T; hW; Ci)).
Let us detail a bit more the case of conditioning. Our aim is to nd an assertion de ning wlp(where B do S; hW; Ci). If C 2 Var(B) Change(S), we \pick up" a new C 00 such that C 00 6 2 Var(B) Change(S) and obtain an assertion hW 00 ; C 00 i by C-conversion of hW; Ci. Let us now take a new C 0 such that C 0 6 2 Var(W ) Change(S). By induction hypothesis, we are able to nd an assertion hW 0 ; C 000 i corresponding to wlp(S; hW 00 ; C 0 i). But, since C 0 6 2 Change(S), we have in fact C 000 = C 0 (the C-conversion in the case of assignment is never performed). hW; Ci) and X 6 2 Var(V ) fC 0 g: when we choose C 0 , we just have to take a variable distinct from X. The cases of sequencing and conditioning are just propagation cases: since the Propagation Property is true for assignments, is will also be true for compound statements. We just have to assume that, each time we take a \new" context variable (C 0 ; C 00 : : :), we choose it distinct from X. Finally, in the case of iterations, we also have to assume, and it is always possible, that X doesn't appear in the invariant.
Completeness
We now want to establish the completeness for our proof system. More formally, we want to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Completeness) Let S be a L program, and hV; C 0 i and hW; Ci two assertions. If j = hV; C 0 i S hW; Ci, then`hV; C 0 i S hW; Ci. Proof
The proof of this theorem follows the lines of 1]. It uses the weakest preconditions calculus. For any program S and any assertion hW; Ci there exists some assertion hW 0 ; C 00 i such that hW 0 ; C 00 i] ] = wlp(S; hW; Ci). Using the Consequence Rule, it su ces to demonstrate that`hwlp(S; hW; Ci)i S hW; Ci. The proof is by induction on the structure of S, using the de nability properties of the lemmas proved above. The only case we develop here is the case of conditioning: the cases of assignment, sequencing and iteration are simple and classical. Let S be where B do T. If C 2 Var(B) Change(S), we take a \new" INRIA C 000 such that C 000 6 2 Var(B) Change(S), and hW 00 ; C 000 i as the C-conversion of hW; Ci. Let now C 00 be a variable such that C 00 6 2 Var(W ). By the De nability Property, there exists a predicate W 0 such that wlp(S; hW 00 ; C 00 i) = hW 0 ; C 00 i] ] : By induction hypothesis, we have`hW 0 ; C 00 i T hW 00 ; C 00 i. Using the Conditioning Rule, we get hW 0 C 000^B =C 00 ]; C 000 i S hW 00 ; C 000 i: As C 6 2 Var(W 00 ), Lemma 6 shows that C 6 2 Var(W 00 ). Using the Substitution Rule together with the C-conversion mechanism on both ends of the speci cation thus yields hW 0 C^B=C 00 ]; Ci S hW; Ci; Thanks to Lemma 4, this rewrites into`wlp(where B do T; hW; Ci) S hW; Ci:
6 Related Works
The proof system presented here is the result of preliminary works made to establish the completeness of a previous proof system for L programs 13, 3] . This work has led to the de nition of the assertion language used in this paper. The initial proof system uses another assertion language. This language is also based on two-part assertions of the form fP; Cg, where P is a predicate on vector program variables, whereas C is a pure boolean parallel expression, also called context expression: in the current environment, this expression evaluates into the current activity context 5]. In this previous assertion language, the basic instance h8u : Xj u = Y j u + 1^Cj u = (Y j u = 2); Ci, is denoted by f8u : Xj u = Y j u + 1; Y = 2g. There is no special variable denoting context. The main paradigm of this approach is that context is de ned as a logical fonction from the environment. This assertion language is well-suited for writing proofs by annotations 3] (context expressions are the natural counterpart of where constructs), but it is insu cient to denote its own weakest liberal precondition 4]. Consider for instance the following weakest liberal precondition:
wlp(loop True do skip; ftrue; Trueg); which denotes all states ( ; c) from which the iteration diverges. In other words, it represents all states ( ; c) such that there is an index u with cj u = true. The weakest liberal precondition is thus described by a property on the extent of parallelism. But context cannot be deduced from the environment part, because there is no link between context and environment in the nal postcondition. As a consequence, there is no assertion to denote the weakest liberal precondition. The assertion language doesn't have the De nability Property.
Although some partial results have been proved ( 3] ), completeness of the initial proof system is not easy to establish.
Le Guyadec and Virot 10] proposed to restrict the assertion langage. They chose a more operational approach. They introduce a speci c parallel variable ] in the environment, which denotes the current context. The assertion language introduced in this paper is also a restriction of the initial one, but we didn't modify the initial denotational semantics of the L language. We follow a logical approach. By introducing a new variable (C), we de ne an assertion language which has the de nability property. This result illustrates a well known drawback of axiomatic semantics: this kind of semantics is not well suited to denote control ow properties of programs. It is particularly true in the case of parallel programs. For instance, Owicki and Gries introduce auxiliary variables to catch control ow information in the proof of parallel programs 11]. This enables them to prove properties like mutual exclusion.
It is easy to show that the approach of Le Guyadec and Virot is a special case of ours. Let S be a L program, Q a predicate and W GV =wlp GV (S; fQg) in their semantics. Let W = wlp(S; hQ^] = C; Ci) in our semantics. We have j = W GV , W ]=C].
Our proof system enables us to prove the completeness of the initial one. The complete proof can be found in 13]. We just sketch here the proof argumentation. Let S a L program, fQ; Dg an assertion in the original proof system and consider hW 0 ; C 0 i = wlp(S; hQ^8u : Dj u = Cj u ; Ci). From our de nability result, there exists an assertion hW 0 ; C 0 i, where C 0 is such that C 0 6 2 Var(S). It is easy to show that j = fW 0 ; C 0 gSfQ; Dg.
In 13], it is proved that`fW 0 ; C 0 gSfQ; Dg. Another crucial observation is to see that, for all fP; Cg such that j = fP; CgSfQ; Dg, we have a logical consequence lemma j = P^C = C ) W 0 : We then can use the Consequence Rule and, as C is chosen such that C 6 2 (Var(P) Var(Q) Var(C) Var(D)), an Auxiliary Variable Elimination Rule nally yields`fP; CgSfQ; Dg.
Conclusion
We have presented a new type of assertions to prove programs written in the L language. We have built a proof system using this assertion language, and we have de ned a weakest precondition calculus. We then proved the De nability Property and the completeness. We have shown that our approach shed a new light on the complexity of proving data-parallel programs. Proof systems for data-parallel languages are quite similar to those used in the case of scalar languages: they have the same structure and respect some crucial properties such as compositionality. However, they inherit additional complexity from the parallel world: introducing auxiliary variables is sometimes necessary to catch information about the control ow information, i.e. context evolution. It could be interesting to investigate this point in order to nd out its logical signi cance in the proof process.
